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OverviewOverview

�� Foundational Projects:Foundational Projects:
�� MAGS, Mall-MAGS, AMUSAL, COA-MAGS, SIGERTMAGS, Mall-MAGS, AMUSAL, COA-MAGS, SIGERT

�� The MUSCAMAGS ProjectThe MUSCAMAGS Project

�� Multi-Actor Dynamic Spatial SituationsMulti-Actor Dynamic Spatial Situations

�� Project ObjectivesProject Objectives

�� Initial architectureInitial architecture

�� Application domainsApplication domains
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The MUSCAMAGS ProjectThe MUSCAMAGS Project
�� Multi-Scale MAGS Funded by GEOIDE,the Network ofMulti-Scale MAGS Funded by GEOIDE,the Network of

Centers of excellence in Geomatics (April 05- March09)Centers of excellence in Geomatics (April 05- March09)
�� 6 researchers6 researchers

�� Laval Univ.:Laval Univ.: B Béédard, Moulin, Thdard, Moulin, Théériault,riault,
�� Wilfried Laurier Univ.:Wilfried Laurier Univ.: Doherty,  Doherty, McMaster Univ.:McMaster Univ.: Scott, Scott,

Queens Univ:Queens Univ: Harrap. Harrap.
�� Current partners: RDDC Valcartier, NSim Technology, AlbertaCurrent partners: RDDC Valcartier, NSim Technology, Alberta

Sustainable Resource and Development, Center for SpatialSustainable Resource and Development, Center for Spatial
Analysis (Mc Master Univ.), CRAD (Univ. Laval), MinistAnalysis (Mc Master Univ.), CRAD (Univ. Laval), Ministèère desre des
transports du Qutransports du Quéébec, Sbec, Sûûretretéé du Qu du Quéébec, Processus Network,bec, Processus Network,
Quebec SOPFEU, Ville de QuQuebec SOPFEU, Ville de Quéébecbec

�� Potential Partners: CNRC, Canadian Forces (B. Bergeron),Potential Partners: CNRC, Canadian Forces (B. Bergeron),
Sonatrac AlgSonatrac Algéérie (B. Boulchekrouche), othersrie (B. Boulchekrouche), others……
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Multi-Actor Dynamic Spatial SituationsMulti-Actor Dynamic Spatial Situations

�� MADSSs involve a large number of actors ofMADSSs involve a large number of actors of
different types (human, animal, etc.) acting indifferent types (human, animal, etc.) acting in
geographic spaces of various extentsgeographic spaces of various extents

�� MADSSs need to be monitored to insure :MADSSs need to be monitored to insure :
�� human security and equipment preservationhuman security and equipment preservation (flood, (flood,

earthquake, wildfire, oil slicks),earthquake, wildfire, oil slicks),
�� the respect of public orderthe respect of public order (population evacuation, (population evacuation,

crowd monitoring and control, peace-keeping, etc.)crowd monitoring and control, peace-keeping, etc.)
�� the adequate use of infrastructuresthe adequate use of infrastructures (monitoring of (monitoring of

people and households transportation and shoppingpeople and households transportation and shopping
habits in a urban area to better plan transportationhabits in a urban area to better plan transportation
infrastructures, location of servicesinfrastructures, location of services’’ and retailers, etc.) and retailers, etc.)

�� Impact of emergency response plansImpact of emergency response plans
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MADSS (continued)MADSS (continued)

�� Certain MADSSs occur on a regular basisCertain MADSSs occur on a regular basis (ex. (ex.
daily traffic patterns in a urban area) daily traffic patterns in a urban area) whereas otherwhereas other
MADSSs can evolve rapidlyMADSSs can evolve rapidly as a consequence of the as a consequence of the
occurrence of particular events and/or changes inoccurrence of particular events and/or changes in
individual behaviors (often in crisis situations)individual behaviors (often in crisis situations)

�� Certain MADSSs may occur within the context ofCertain MADSSs may occur within the context of
another MADSS of larger extentanother MADSS of larger extent

�� Decision makers need an overall understanding ofDecision makers need an overall understanding of
the situationthe situation to monitor its evolution, to develop to monitor its evolution, to develop
strategies to adequately intervene, to develop andstrategies to adequately intervene, to develop and
compare alternative intervention scenarios and tocompare alternative intervention scenarios and to
anticipate the consequences of these interventionsanticipate the consequences of these interventions
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MUSCAMAGS Global ObjectiveMUSCAMAGS Global Objective

�� To develop a methodology and a softwareTo develop a methodology and a software
platform to create multi-scale multi-agentplatform to create multi-scale multi-agent
geo-simulations to support operationalgeo-simulations to support operational
decison support systems for MADSSsdecison support systems for MADSSs
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�� Several important issues must to be tackled Several important issues must to be tackled ��::
�� Construction of multi-level, multi-resolution world models withConstruction of multi-level, multi-resolution world models with

reliable physical terrain models and contextual semanticreliable physical terrain models and contextual semantic
attribution (informed environment)attribution (informed environment)

�� Development of the MUSCAMAGS Platform, of the ScenarioDevelopment of the MUSCAMAGS Platform, of the Scenario
Specification Module (behavior specification, scenario specif.,Specification Module (behavior specification, scenario specif.,
observation specification)observation specification)

�� Use of real population data and creation of plausible andUse of real population data and creation of plausible and
significant agent populations (+ Persistency)significant agent populations (+ Persistency)

�� Monitoring of the situation evolution (Update of the simulationMonitoring of the situation evolution (Update of the simulation
data and anticipation of the consequences)data and anticipation of the consequences)

�� Simulation and assessment of different courses of actionsSimulation and assessment of different courses of actions
�� Extraction / Exploitation of simulation results (based on usersExtraction / Exploitation of simulation results (based on users’’

needs) in order to compare different scenariosneeds) in order to compare different scenarios
�� Introduction of physical data (ex. fire spreading) and userIntroduction of physical data (ex. fire spreading) and user’’ss

capability to modify the virtual environmentcapability to modify the virtual environment
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Overview of Foundational ProjectsOverview of Foundational Projects

SdkSim Platform
(Nsim Technology)

COA-MAGS

SIGERT (Gemure Project) 

Mall-MAGS

MAGS

AMUSAL Project

PROCESSUS Network: M.Theriault, M. Lee-Gosselin, S.
Doherty’s work on mobility of populations in urban
environments (OD survey, Panel surveys, MCRI Project, etc.)

Technology transfer (2005)

VNO-MAGS

MUSCAMAGS
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The MAGS Project (1/2)The MAGS Project (1/2)

�� MAGS Prototype Main CharacteristicsMAGS Prototype Main Characteristics
�� Acquisition and manipulation of geographic and 3D dataAcquisition and manipulation of geographic and 3D data

(GIS, 3D model, aerial photos)(GIS, 3D model, aerial photos)
�� 3D Visualisation Module (virtual navigation)3D Visualisation Module (virtual navigation)
�� Cognitive Autonomous Mobile AgentsCognitive Autonomous Mobile Agents

�� Navigation ModuleNavigation Module
�� Perception and Memorization of the environmentPerception and Memorization of the environment
�� Decision making and Behavioral ModuleDecision making and Behavioral Module

�� Module to manage car displacements in the virtual envir.Module to manage car displacements in the virtual envir.
�� A method and a tool to specify agents behaviorsA method and a tool to specify agents behaviors
�� A method and a tool to specify scenariosA method and a tool to specify scenarios
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MAGS Project (2/2)MAGS Project (2/2)
�� A module to simulate dense gaz in the virtualA module to simulate dense gaz in the virtual

environment perceived by agentsenvironment perceived by agents
�� A module to manipulate objects based on physicalA module to manipulate objects based on physical

characteristics and constraintscharacteristics and constraints
�� A module to modify the environnement in real timeA module to modify the environnement in real time

�� Exploration of the HLA architecture to enable theExploration of the HLA architecture to enable the
interoperability of various simulationsinteroperability of various simulations

�� Initial explorations to manage multi-scale geo-Initial explorations to manage multi-scale geo-
simulations (MUSCAMAGS Project)simulations (MUSCAMAGS Project)

�� Technology Transfer:Technology Transfer:
Creation of Creation of NSim Technology CorpNSim Technology Corp by Jimmy Hogan and by Jimmy Hogan and
Jimmy Perron (November 2004), Creation of the SdkSimJimmy Perron (November 2004), Creation of the SdkSim
framework (2005)framework (2005)
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AMUSAL ProjectAMUSAL Project

�� Exploration project financed by FQRNT (2002-05): B.Exploration project financed by FQRNT (2002-05): B.
Moulin, M. ThMoulin, M. Théériault, Y. Briault, Y. Béédard, G. Edwardsdard, G. Edwards

�� Main research (W. Chaker, PhD + M. ThMain research (W. Chaker, PhD + M. Théériault and B.riault and B.
Moulin): to create synthetic populations based onMoulin): to create synthetic populations based on
statistical analysis of large population samplesstatistical analysis of large population samples
(Origin-Destination Survey)(Origin-Destination Survey)

��   CCreation of a plausible synthetic population ofreation of a plausible synthetic population of
individuals and households for Quebec city (W.individuals and households for Quebec city (W.
Chaker, M. ThChaker, M. Théériault, B. Moulin)riault, B. Moulin)

�� Exploration of SOLAP techniques to analyseExploration of SOLAP techniques to analyse
population data (Y. Bpopulation data (Y. Béédarddard’’s Team)s Team)
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Mall-MAGSMall-MAGS

�� Financed by Geoide (Ken JonesFinanced by Geoide (Ken Jones’’ Project 2002-05): B. Project 2002-05): B.
Moulin, Walid Ali (PhD Student)Moulin, Walid Ali (PhD Student)

�� Development of a method to create Multi-AgentDevelopment of a method to create Multi-Agent
GeoSimulations (including survey to get real customerGeoSimulations (including survey to get real customer
data, use of MAGS, use of OLAP tools to analysedata, use of MAGS, use of OLAP tools to analyse
simulation results, comparison of different spatialsimulation results, comparison of different spatial
configurations in the virtual mall)configurations in the virtual mall)

�� Development of a prototype using our scenarioDevelopment of a prototype using our scenario
specification tool and MAGS: MallMAGS Systemspecification tool and MAGS: MallMAGS System

�� Application to the shopping centers: Square OneApplication to the shopping centers: Square One
(Toronto) and Place de la Cit(Toronto) and Place de la Citéé (Qu (Quéébec)bec)
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Multi-Scale shopping-buyingMulti-Scale shopping-buying
behavior simulation ??behavior simulation ??
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COA-MAGSCOA-MAGS
�� Financed in 2004-05 by RDDC (M. BFinanced in 2004-05 by RDDC (M. Béélangerlanger’’s team) as part ofs team) as part of

a larger TIF Project on the creation of Critiquing systems toa larger TIF Project on the creation of Critiquing systems to
support the assessment of courses of actions. One PhD student:support the assessment of courses of actions. One PhD student:
Hedi HaddadHedi Haddad

�� MAGeosimulation is thought of as a way to simulate courses ofMAGeosimulation is thought of as a way to simulate courses of
actions taking into account the (joint) behavior of individualactions taking into account the (joint) behavior of individual
units evolving in a dynamic spatial environment and to enableunits evolving in a dynamic spatial environment and to enable
C&C staff members to explore various scenarios.C&C staff members to explore various scenarios.

�� When plans are not achievable, a module can analyze theWhen plans are not achievable, a module can analyze the
reasons of this failure and propose a diagnosis that will be usedreasons of this failure and propose a diagnosis that will be used
to generate critics of the proposed course of actionsto generate critics of the proposed course of actions

�� We are at the exploratory stage:We are at the exploratory stage:An initial proof of conceptAn initial proof of concept
(NSim Tech.) has been done with the SdkSim platform (2005)(NSim Tech.) has been done with the SdkSim platform (2005)
(Phd research: H. Haddad)(Phd research: H. Haddad)
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VNO-MAGS ProjectVNO-MAGS Project
�� Financed by Institut de SantFinanced by Institut de Santéé Publique du Qu Publique du Quéébec (2004-05)bec (2004-05)
�� Objective: Simulation of the propagation of the West NileObjective: Simulation of the propagation of the West Nile

Virus using a MAGS ApproachVirus using a MAGS Approach
�� Main research: modeling and simulating the dynamics andMain research: modeling and simulating the dynamics and

interactions of two populations (mosquitoes and crows) over ainteractions of two populations (mosquitoes and crows) over a
large territory (southern part of Quebec)large territory (southern part of Quebec)

�� Team: P. Gosselin (INSPQ), B. Moulin, Mondher BoudenTeam: P. Gosselin (INSPQ), B. Moulin, Mondher Bouden
(Research Professional), several advisors (D. Gingras, B.(Research Professional), several advisors (D. Gingras, B.
Doyon, C. Back, G. Lebel, etc.)Doyon, C. Back, G. Lebel, etc.)

�� ResultsResults::
�� Feasibility study (2004)Feasibility study (2004)
�� Development of a prototype in 2005: We simulate the dynamics of theDevelopment of a prototype in 2005: We simulate the dynamics of the

populations of Culex mosquitoes and of Crows and their interactionspopulations of Culex mosquitoes and of Crows and their interactions
(spatial and temporal dimensions) which favor the infection spreading(spatial and temporal dimensions) which favor the infection spreading

�� Future plans: to take into account weather-related scenariosFuture plans: to take into account weather-related scenarios
(temperature and humidity changes) to enable decision makers(temperature and humidity changes) to enable decision makers
to explore various intervention alternatives (targeted spreadingto explore various intervention alternatives (targeted spreading
of larvicides)of larvicides)
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SIGERT ProjectSIGERT Project
�� In the context of the GEMURE Project financed by GeoideIn the context of the GEMURE Project financed by Geoide

and various partners (MRNQ, CITS etc.) 2002-05: Y. Band various partners (MRNQ, CITS etc.) 2002-05: Y. Béédard,dard,
B. Moulin and 3 other researchersB. Moulin and 3 other researchers

�� Main goal: Use of cartographic generalization (CG) andMain goal: Use of cartographic generalization (CG) and
multiple representation (MR) to create on-the-fly mapsmultiple representation (MR) to create on-the-fly maps

�� SIGERT sub-project (B. MoulinSIGERT sub-project (B. Moulin’’s team): use of Multi-agent,s team): use of Multi-agent,
CG, MR, ontologies, GML and SVG to develop a solution forCG, MR, ontologies, GML and SVG to develop a solution for
on-the-fly thematic map creation in a touristic applicationon-the-fly thematic map creation in a touristic application
accessible through the Internet from desktop and PDAaccessible through the Internet from desktop and PDA
platforms.platforms.

�� The experience we got in this project will be valuable for theThe experience we got in this project will be valuable for the
MUSCAMAGS Project when creating multi-scale informedMUSCAMAGS Project when creating multi-scale informed
virtual environmentvirtual environment

�� Potential PhD Project for Boubaker Boulekrouche (completingPotential PhD Project for Boubaker Boulekrouche (completing
his MSc in October 2005; subject: a PDA version of SIGERThis MSc in October 2005; subject: a PDA version of SIGERT
client module)client module)
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Application domains of MUSCAMAGS (1/2)Application domains of MUSCAMAGS (1/2)

�� RDDC Valcartier and Service de Police de QuRDDC Valcartier and Service de Police de Quéébec and Sbec and Sûûretretéé du du
QuQuéébec: Simulation of crowd movements and impact on differentbec: Simulation of crowd movements and impact on different
activities (ex. impact on emergency evacuation of people, use ofactivities (ex. impact on emergency evacuation of people, use of
non-lethal arms, etc.)non-lethal arms, etc.)

�� RDDC Valcartier: MAGS as a support to the creation andRDDC Valcartier: MAGS as a support to the creation and
assessment of Courses of Action (towards the development ofassessment of Courses of Action (towards the development of
Critquing systems)Critquing systems)

�� Institut de SantInstitut de Santéé Publique du Qu Publique du Quéébec: Simulation de la propagationbec: Simulation de la propagation
du Virus du Nil Occidentaldu Virus du Nil Occidental

�� CRAD and associated researchers in Toronto area: Simulation of theCRAD and associated researchers in Toronto area: Simulation of the
travel, shopping and leisure behaviors of people in large urban areastravel, shopping and leisure behaviors of people in large urban areas
and decision support for the organization of urban spaceand decision support for the organization of urban space

�� Ville de QuVille de Quéébec: Application to simulation of population in a urbanbec: Application to simulation of population in a urban
area to support urban planning decisions and the creation andarea to support urban planning decisions and the creation and
discussion of regulations with stakeholdersdiscussion of regulations with stakeholders


